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F.E,R.C. NOTES ON THIS BULLETIN

Differences and debate on alternative assessment, what it
means and how it works seems to be a topic of great interest,
especially among those whose primary responsibility is to see
that it is implemented in a professionally defensible manner.

F.E.R.C. published a bulletin on this topic in the fall of 1993
and this 1994 publication certainly compliments and supple-
ments the earlier one. Without a doubt this topic will continue
to spark controversy and conversation. F.E.R.C. is pleased to
bring this and other information on education to its readers.

Charlie T. Council
Executive Director
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Abstract

The present paper seeks to separate facts from opinions based
upon review of a representative sample of contemporary writings on
alternative assessment. A summary listing of fifteen perceived to be
factual statements is offered, followed by the present writer's opin-
ions. These items cover the historical background and origins of
these assessments; their current intent, focus, and emphasis; their
technical problems and !imitations; the potential impact for change
which these procedures may have upon both the instructional pro-
cess and teacher-student relationships, the possible consequences of
such changes, and the newly expanded role of classroom teachers in
implementation; the likely most significant contribution which these
procedures might make on behalf of students in contemporary
public education; and projected cost factors. Much of the above has
also been set forth in an inferential summary.

Introduction

When residing in the area of alternative/authentic/performance
assessment, one experiences considerable difficulty separating fact
from fiction. This makes even more interesting the use of the word
"authentic" by those who feel that it somehow lends additional
credence to these procedures. Is there anything less authentic about
a student taking a standardized, norm-referenced achievement test?
Is there not also an assessment of student performance in the use of
such a test? This apparent play upon words also adds to the confu-
sion prevalent in this endeavor. Hence, given this state of affairs, it
is the intent of the present paper to attempt a separation of at least
some of what appears to be fact from more obvious opinion, with the
ultimate decision relative to each resting with the reader.

Discussion

The format of this paper will consist of what are perceived to be
factual statements (extracted from considerable readings) followed
by the present writer's opinions. As the reader may well appreciate,
it is quite difficult at certain points to differentiate clearly between
the two. Obviously what is offered involves perceptual judgment,
and in such matters there is seldom solid agreement. Nonetheless,
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positions have herein been taken; and some will say with obvious
bias. To what extent these statements provide even a modest degree
of clarification will, of course, be decided by the critics. Some of these
folk will have read widely and will possess the necessary technical
background and experiences to appreciate the current level of confu-
sion which prevails. Others, without the benefits of either, will voice
their opinions as well; and in this, somewhere, there will be either
more or less sound and fury.
Fact: So-called alternative/authentic/performance assessments are
not new.

Performance assessments have been around since Adam and Eve,
with Biblical accounts alone being numerous. The historical roots lie
in antiquity (Ward & Murray-Ward, 1993). Every actor who ever
performed, every musician or vocalist, every artist, every worker for
all time, and millions of others could speak to performance assess-
mmts. No serious athlete ever performed without knowing and
feeling the meaning of assessment. Crowds have cheered or booed
their approval or disapproval for eons.

Opinion:

The current emphasis upon the use of alternative assessments in
education is but one of several "new" fads vying for center stage.
There is probably no other profession known to man where fads
come and go or the pendulum swings more rapidly. Common
expressions like "here we go again" and "this too will pass" certainly
are not without meaning or relevance. This particular fad (as pres-
ently conceived), however, appears likely to have a relatively brief
history; and there are some fairly good reasons why. A number of
them will become increasingly apparent as this paper develops. But
apart from this, what needs to be better understood is not that public
education is trying some new form of student assessment but that
the real push in all of this is to reduce the present reliance upon
standardized testing. Herein lies the problem. The current emphasis
and directional aim of alternative /authentic /performance assess-
ment implementations have the wrong focus. This point will be
developed further immediately below.

Fact: Performance assessments have been going on since the very
first teacher-student relationship.

-I 1
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As stated above, there is very little that's "new" about perfor-
mance assessments. One hears the expression all the time: "Good
teachers have been using alternative assessment procedures for
centuries. The only thing new is the emphasis and the variety of
forms which they take." A number of writers have made this point
quite well (Aschbacher, 1993; Burnham, 1986; Haney & Madaus,
1989; "Performance assessment," 1994).

Opinion:

Perhaps the single most significant contribution which alternative
assessment procedures potentially can make will be in their impact
upon the teacher-student relationship. Teachers will better under-
stand, in more specific terms, what individual students can and
cannot do. They will see more clearly what impact their teaching has
upon every student with whom they work. This will positively
change the instructional process, and that is precisely what should be
the intent, emphasis and focus of the implementation of these proce-
dures. From that changed process should come a greater likelihood
of increased individualized instruction. This approach encourages
students to develop and learn more at their own pace; and, more
importantly, they will tend to see themselves competing with whom
they potentially can be rather than with other students in the class-
room. This could positively affect the overall learning atmosphere. It
could also afford the teacher a greater sense of accomplishment in
having helped the student to attain a more clearly perceived poten-
tial. The impact of this process, through this specific focus and
emphasis, could be a notable contribution. Indeed, public education
in the mid-1990s needs all the positive contributions it can get.

Fact: Part of the current emphasis upon the use of performance
assessments in education is related to the influence of business
and industry through representatives on boards of account-
ability, student assessment, etc.

Most folks would probably agree that contemporary public edu-
cation continues to face numerous crises. National test scores, inter-
national competition, numerous governmental reports, state and
national conferences, etc., all tend to support this inference (Fisher,
1993a; Miller & Legg, 1993; Spady, 1992; StiggiA 1991). School
improvement is a hot topic throughout the nation (Darling-Hammond



& Wise, 1985). That representatives from business and industry are
having increased input in this process would not be seriously ques-
tioned; and many would agree that this is as it should be.

Opinion:

While there is considerable agreement that performance assess-
ments are certainly not new, the modem emphasis is indeed new and
has some rather specific origins. Essentially, it grows out of voca-
tional education, as strongly supported by business and industry.
The use of work samples, as in assessing student or trainee progress,
in evaluating the effectiveness of apprenticeship programs, and in
judging the quality of a worker's performance, has a long and
favorable history. Thinking in these terms, it rbvious that those
who represent work-related interests would promote the adoption
of this concept in public education. The problem with this, however,
is that very much of what goes on in the typical classroom does not
lend itself to these limited and discrete units of assessment. Critics,
of course, say this is the very reason why the classroom has to change
to become more "authentic" or real-world oriented. To some extent
they have a legitimate point; but, unfortunately, many of those
speaking do not have the background in assessment to appreciate the
inherent problems or to see that the process simply will not work in
the same manner as it does in business and industry. Trying to teach
a child to read; to appreciate literature, music, the arts, philosophy,
the complexities of mathematics, etc.; or to learn ethical principles
and morality is not the same as teaching one to repair a toaster, paint
a house, lay a sidewalk, run a drilipress, or whatever. The sincerity
of the intent is seductively persuasive, but is does not alter the
complexity of the task. Moreover, to assess progress toward the
completion of that task is equally complex. As the essential crux of
the matter, this complexity and the inherent problems which cause
it are not fully understood or appreciated.

Fact: There are problems associated with alternative assessment
procedures which many of us, including most classroom te2ch-
ers, do not yet understand.

These problems are primarily technical in nature. Not the least of
them are matters involving reliability and validity (Baker, O'Neil, &
Linn, 1993; Gearhart, Herman, Baker, & Whittaker, 1993; Kcretz,
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McCaffrey, Klein, Bell, & Stecher, 1992a; Linn, Baker, & Dunbar,
1991; Messick, 1992). Of concern here is reliability involving both test
item performance and test item scoring. In this area, in particular,
both are intimately related. Since most performance assessments
involve a very limited number of tasks (in many cases only one),
conventional reliability estimates are either not applicable or pro-
duce results which are markedly unstable. Repeated studies have
indicated (referenced in Fisher, 1993a) that a test must have a
minimum of at least six items even to approach acceptable reliability
estimates. Moreover, while the notion of increasing the number of
items to improve test score reliability is. a time-honored one, the
concept seems to have little applicability to contemporary approaches
to performance assessment (Stiggins, 1987, 1991; Worthen, 1993).
This, or course, leaves validity blowing in the wind. So if we have
questionable reliability for both test item performance and test item
scoring, how does one defend as valid any assessment of such limited
scope? As yet, there is no entirely satisfactory answer.

Opinion:

There appears to be very limited optimism relative to a positive
answer for the above question. The technical experts have been
amazingly quiet on these issues. Perhaps it's not politically feasible
to leap into these areas, or maybe it is perceived as a "no win"
situation. At any rate, a good many of the persons talking and writing
about alternative assessments appear to be among the least able to
provide the much needed answers. This would seem to be a beauti-
ful, wide-open area for some young statistician to achieve fame,
though probably not fortune. Who will break the silence?
Fact: The way some performance assessments evolve or unfold

raises serious questions relative to their value as an assessment
tool.

When one reads about the various programs which promote the
use of performance assessments, there appears to be a gross lack of
understanding of the basic principles associated with tests and
measurement or commonly accepted assessment procedures
(Dunbar, Koretz, & Hoover, 1991; Fisher, 1993a; Gearhart et al., 1993;
Goldman, 1993; Herman, Aschbacher, & Winters, 1992; Koretz et al.,
1992a; Koretz, Stecher, & Delbert, 1992b; Rothman, 1994; Shavelson,
Baxter, & Pine, 1992; Shavelson et al., 1993; Vernetson, 1993; Winograd,
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n.d.). There is, for instance, progressive scoring, editing, and revising
of the performance or product; continual input from others in a
cooperative setting; and a continual shifting of selection criteria for
the performance or product to be evaluated. This is an assessment
nightmare. It raises all kinds of questions about whose work is being
evaluated, at what point in time, and under what conditions (Gearhart
et al., 1993; Shavelson et a1., 1993). Would anyone attempt to do the
same thing with a student's performance on a standardized test?
Absolutely not, unless that person wanted to risk losing a teaching
certificate, face possible dismissal, or deal with a couple ofjustly irate
parents. Beyond this, how will one truly know when, or if, the
student has actually achieved what? Yet, some are willing, and even
eager, to use these performance data to claim that students are
making progress and attaining projected goals related to "authen-
tic," -real-life situations (Gordon, 1991; Miller & Seraphine, 1993;
Shavelson et al., 1993; Wiggins, 1989a, 1989b).

Opinion:

This point appears to be intimately related to the anxiety which a
good many classroom teachers feel relative to data from standard-
ized testing programs. In effect, however, alternative assessment, as
commonly conceived, never actually occurs. It's always an on-going
process; the target constantly moves; the student is in a perpetual
state of "growing" or "improving" such that no one really knows
where the student is at any given point in time. This takes the
pressure off of teachers, which is a subtle but primary intent of this
movement; and since they do the scoring of the performances or
products anyway, they have gained greater control over the assess-
ment process. Well, unfortunately, what we really have with such an
arrangement are two things: 1) more of an age-old scenario of "the
fox guarding the chickens" (which education needs less of rather
than more of), and 2) a teacher deciding, without external corrobo-
ration (i.e., standardized test results), how much progress students
have made under his/her tutelage. How many teachers have you
known who say that students made little to no progress while under
their care? Self-preservation is a powerful force. It has been known
to distort perceptions, even under the best of conditions, and even at
the expense of students. An "external," standardized test has been
only rarely so accused.

131
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Fact: The scoring of most alternative assessment products or perfor-
mances lacks objectivity.

While such things as scoring rubrics, scorer training sessions, and
supervised experiences are attempts at improving scoring objectiv-
ity, it yet remains that the scoring of student performances and
products is essentially subjective (Aschbacher, 1993; Costa, 1989;
Gordon, 1991; Haney & Madaus, 1989; Linn et al., 1991; Worthen,
1993). There are some who tend to see this as more of an advantage
rather than a disadvantage (Burnham, 1986; Gordon, 1991; Neill &
Medina, 1989; Shepard, 1989; Valencia & Pearson, 1987; Wiggins,
1989b). The subjective nature of the assessment process is thought to
add to the "authenticity" of the overall experience.

Opinion:

If it is true that the subjective nature of the assessment process adds
to its authenticity, then why have rubrics or training sessions? Not
having them would certainly seem to increase the subjectivity of the
experience, that is at least for the assessor or evaluator. At the heart
of this matter, of course, is the question of equity. Is the student being
treated fairly when these highly subjective scoring procedures are in
use? This would certainly seem to be one of the reasons why
throughout the history of psychological and educational testing
there has been a steady move toward increased standardization and
objectivity.

Fact: The scoring of alternative assessment products or perfor-
mances causes considerable concern among a good many who
are trained in measurement theory.

There are several items that touch the core of this concern. Among
them certainly are reliability and validity (Aschbacher, 1993; Baker
et al., 1993; Dunbar et al., 1991; Gearhart et al., 1993; Koretz et al.,
1992a; Linn et al., 1991; Messick, 1992); the underlying scale, which
is intended to represent the actual measurement (Worthen, 1993);
whether or not there is an accompanying rubric, how it is used, will
it represent the skills and cognitive domain being assessed; what
kinds of training, if any, the scorers have received, etc. (Dunbar et al.,
1991; Fisher, 1993a, 1991b; Gearhart et al., 1993; Goldman, 1993;
Miller & Seraphine, 193; Shavelson et al., 1992; Stiggins, 1991;



Valencia, 1991; Vernetson, 1993; Wiggins, 1989a, 1989b; Winograd,
n.d.). This is a limited list, both of the i.2MS of concern and of the
writers who have spoken to them; but it is certainly representative.

Opinion:

Resting at the heart of these concerns is scorer reliability. There are
so many factors which potentially affect the response mode of the
scorer. The instability is notorious, especially when extended over
time (to which the results of several state programs will currently
attest). But perhaps equally important, however, is the underlying
measurement scale. Let's assume, for instance, that the scale has
seven points, which is quite common with these types of assessment.
Writing assessment would clearly be a good example. Now if the
scale has seven points, the midpoint, or "average," is said to be 3. This
leaves 0-2 on one end and 4-6 on the other. So how is it used? Even
without the first minute of training, the scorer should be able to
operate with this scale quite comfortablyand usually does, with
apparent limited concern for what the scores might mean. Basically,
only one discrimination needs to be made. Is the student's product
or performance above or below average? If below, assign a 2 (not a
1, since a 0 is almost never assigned); if above, assign a 4 (not a 5, since
a 6 is only rarely assigned). This immediately allows the scorer to
have a very high percent of agreement with most other scorers, who
essentially (though unknowingly) are operating the same way. If the
above discrimination cannot be made comfortably, the scorer simply
assigns a 3 (for average), again permitting high scorer agreement.

On those occasions when the scorer encounters an exceptional
product or performance, a score of 5 is assigned. For those who
happen to score the same performance as a 4 or 6 (since discrimina-
tions at the upper end of the scale tend to be more difficult) there is
once again a notably high percent of agreement. This same process,
though not equally difficult, is repeated for the other end of the scale.
The obvious reported outcome, across the entire scale, is a relatively
high percent of agreement, which gives the appearance of credence
and supports the distinct impression that the process is both reliable
and valid.

As one might imagine, classroom teachers tend to be quite com-
fortable with this type of assessment, in large part because of a long
history of having used a 5-point grading scale. With by far the
majority having had little to no training in measurement theory, they
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see no problem in using a scale of such limited range. For them, so
long as there is rater "agreement," that's all that reall., matters. Well,
"agreement" is indeed important; but it is not the whole story.

There is yet another measurement issue here of perhaps even
greater importance. It has to do with the type of measurement
involved, that is norm-referenced versus criterion-referenced. Most
raters probably score the product or performance with a cognitive
frame of reference reflecting normative assessment. Cognitively,
they focus upon the hypothetical "average and score all products or
performances relative to that point of reference. This is in direct
conflict with the intent of the rubric, which is built upon the notion
of criterion-referenced measurement. Specifically, each segment of
the rubric is intended to have a distinct set of criteria which suf nos-
edly delineate what the scoring process is all about. This is certainly
the essence of the training sessions for potential scorers.

Once the (assumed to be "criterion-referenced") scores have been
obtained, however, they tend to be treated as though they repre-
sented norm-referenced measurement. So cognitively, for the scor-
ers, they are right back to their point of origin. This is confusion to say
the least. The bottom line is: These types of scores are very different;
they are treated differently in statistical analyses; and they are
interpreted differently. The shape of the frequency distributions
alone dramatically illustrates the point. With different underlying
assumptions; and specific limitations as to commonly accepted data
treatment or analyses; subjectively derived raw scores from perfor-
mance assessments cannot, and in the present writer's judgment will
not, displace the more stable, objective scores provided by broad-
scale, norm-referenced assessments. Sound reason won't permit it,
apart from of the rather consistent and stable posture of the support-
ing public.

Fact Any assessment procedure is intended to reflect the underly-
ing measurement scale which seeks to represent or embody the
meaning or essence of that assessment.

What kind of measurement scale is commonly represented by the
types of performance assessments currently being promoted? Most
of these scales with which the present writer is familiar (Fisher,
1993a; Herman et al., 1992; Stiggins, 1987) are assumed to be ordinal
and to have a maximum score range, as indicated above, from about
five to seven points. By contrast, the typical standardized test has an
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underlying statistical scale which is defensible as being somewhere
between ordinal and interval measurement and has a maximum
score range anywhere from about twenty to a hundred or more
points. When considering the total battery, many of these instru-
ments have scales representing several hundred points. This per-
mits, or course, the assessment of many concepts; it greatly increases
the stability of the scores; and it potentially impacts validity in a
positive manner. These are the very issues which tend to impune the
wholesale, expansive use of performance assessments as currently
conceived.

Opinion:

The majority of persons currently promoting the use of alterna-
tive/authentic/performance assessments are neither specifically
trained nor generally informed relative tc the measurement scales
which underline these assessment procedures. When asked ques-
tions in this area, they either bow out or quickly defer to someone else
who is perceived by them to be better informed. Classroom teachers
are, of course, familiar with the common grading scale; and most of
them have a general understanding that each grade represents some
point on an underlying measurement scale. They tend not, however,
to be familiar with the notion of different levels of measurement or
how data generated from these different scales are subject to re-
straints in terms of interpretation, processing, generalizability, etc.
For a good many of them, numbers are numbers; and they are prone
to believe that these numbers can be manipulated mathematically at
will. So why all the fuss over what the scores mean? Anybody knows
what an average is; so the student's performance is either average or
not average. If the performance is rated as above average, all is fine;
if below, then there is more work to be done. That's what perfor-
mance assessment is all about, right? Well, maybe yes; and maybe no,

If one is talking about a particular student relative to an internal
standard; and that student is attempting to achieve his/her own
standard, then the answer is probably yes. The teacher is only
seeking to facilitate the process. However, if one is talking about
some broader standard, a group norm, for instance, then the answer
is no. The requirements of measurement are totally different. They
are far more stringent, and the limitations relative to applicability are
far greater. Most current performance assessments do not meet these
criteria. Moreover, the prospects for their notable improvement are
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not too promising. Perhaps it is in large part for these reasons that the
measurement experts have been amazingly silent. That this is true is
distressing, to say the least. Moreover, the present paper is, if nothing
else, an appeal for them to speak out.

Fact: The limited standardization of alternative assessment proce-
dures restricts generalization of the results.

Some would argue that generalization of the results from alterna-
tive assessment procedures is neither a high pricrity nor a primary
goal of the process (Anrig, 1993; Arter & Spandel, 1992; Baker, 1989;
Herman, 1992). Instead, the uniqueness of the experience, for a given
student, is touted as a highly desirable feature (Gordon, 1991). The
contents of a portfolio, for instance, are unique to a specific student.
In no way are they intended to reflect the work, skills, strengths,
weaknesses, etc. , of any other student. In a good many situations,
comparisons are not even encouraged. There is no specific intent to
generalize the assessment or evaluation of these contents to other
individuals (Burnham, 1986).

Opinion:

While individuality and uniqueness are indeed desirable when
focusing upon a specific student, these characteristics become barri-
ers when one faces the need for data to reflect the broader impact of
the educational endeavor. The fundamental question here touches
not only upon the intent of the assessment process itself but also
upon the ultimate value of the results. While the results for a specific
student may be thought to have distinctive value, that value mark-
edly diminishes when one attempts to make comparisons between
individual students or across groups of students.

Educational leaders are clearly interested in how the overall
program affects students as groups, not just as individuals. Account-
ability requirements alone demand as much. The reporting of school,
district, state, and national educational data is clearly mandated in
school board rules, as well as inboth state and federal legislation. The
accountability stipulations are precise; and they are indeed in the
best interests of students, the system, and the supporting public.
Without data from standardized assessment instruments, these
mandates cannot be met. Alternative assessment procedures, as
currently conceived, will not meet this need.
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Some would offer students' writing performance as an exception.
"Everyone writes on the same prompt; that's standardization." Well,
not exactly. While the stimulus may appear to be the same, the
experience certainly is not. But beyond this, there is the problem of
the extremely limited sample of the respondent's behavior. A one-
item tes' simply does not provide data having any semblance of
either stability or validity in the conventional sense (contrary to the
belief of those who support state writing programs as being useful
for accountability purposes). Without satisfying these basic require-
ments, the data lack "authentic" value.

Fact: Data generated from most performance assessments do not
lend themselves to aggregation into larger units.

This has particular relevance when one considers how these data
might normally be used. By far the majority of current large-scale
assessment programs have as their basic intent the acquisition of
data to be used in program evaluation, curricular decision-making,
the distribution of funds, accountability, public reporting, etc. (Anrig,
1993; Costa, 1989; Darling-Hammond & Wise, 1985; Fisher, 1993a,
1993b; Mehrens, 1992; Rothman, 1994; Worthen, 1993). Data from
present proposals for performance assessments simply cannot be
aggregated and used in this manner. Their use is limited principally
to acquiring new insights into the teacher-student relationship and
to the periodic evaluation of student progress; and this is precisely as
it should be.

Opinion:

Alternative assessment data, specifically portfolio contents, for
instance, represent a significant limitation when one considers ac-
countability issues or attempts to generalize inferences drawn from
them to some larger group (which was ne ier their intent). Thus, the
restrictions relative to their use at the school, district, state, and
national levels become immediately apparent and a matter of even
broader concern. In this single respect alone, there again appears to
be very little likelihood that these assessment procedures will dis-
place, even to a limited extent, current external (nationally-norn Led,
standardized) testing programs.

Obviously this latter statement (repeated a third time) reflects a
rather strong opinion; and there are quite a few who wo ild neither
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concur nor support it. At present at least, this writer is unaware of
any situation where the introduction of performance assessments
has totally displaced contemporary standardized testing programs.
The overriding opinion here is that the public outcry, were such
attempted, would not permit it. Parents want to see standardized test
scores; they support external evaluations of student progress; and
they are not going to be completely comfortable with performance
assessments alone. As a supplemental procedure, however, reflect-
ing individual student performance, they will welcome it and sup-
port it.

Fact: Quite a few groups are moving forward with the implementa-
tion of alternative assessment procedures even though the
majority of the inherent problems have not yet been solved.

One prime example of this point is the more recent test develop-
ment activities of the group representing the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (Fisher, 1993a). For better than two years now,
performance items have been used by the NA EP group. The reviews
on these activities have been mixed, which might have been antici-
pated. More recent reports (Rothman, 1994) indicate that some who
support and promote such plans intend to move more slowly with
future ventures in this area.

A number of states are also pushing forward in developing plans
for alternative assessment ("Alternative assessments," n.d.; Fisher,
1993a, 1993b; Hildebrand & Blackman, 1994; Koretz et al., 1992a,
1992b; Winograd, n.d.). For some, state statutes mandate such move-
ment; for others, various commissions and advisory boards are
making these recommendations. Some view these procedures as the
wave of the future and are including them in their vision statements
(Fisher, 1993a, 1993b). Again, the reactions have been mixed.

Opinion:

The obvious question seems to be: Are these efforts to move
forward in this area, at whatever speed, the vision of genius or
something quite opposite? How one attempts to answer depends a
lot upon whom one reads or with whom one talks. Whatever one's
personal posture, there clearly needs to be some serious reality
testing in this area. Part of this has to be a clarification of the
fundamental purposes fueling this movement. An obvious one is an
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attempt to curtail notably the use of standardized testing, which is
simply not likely to happen. Some increase in the classroom teacher's
control over the assessment process likely will occur; but, at best, this
will be a compromised appeasement having a potentially positive
outcome. The perceived gains will be short-lived, however; because
the current emphasis upon this new fad will, in the opinion of the
present writer, tend to subside rather quickly. It will happen in spite
of the efforts of the Lauren Resnicks of the world, who manage to
attract an awful lot of money to support their projects. Indeed,
though not yet herein mentioned, it would take a great deal of money
to fund these alternative assessment procedures; and cost is defi-
nitely a major factor.

Fact: The current most prevalent form of alternative assessment is
the portfolio, with by far the largest entry being writing samples.

In essence, a portfolio isa folder containing performance products.
Its use in performance assessment isnot new, having been around for
quite a long time in art groups, business affairs, and industry. Its use
in education, however, is fairly new; though there is considerable
variance as to how it is used, what products are included, and how
its contents are scored (Arter & Spary3.21, 1992, Belanoff (Sr Dickson,
1991; Burnham, 1986; Gearhart et al., 1993; Koretz et al., 1992a, 1992b;
Valencia, 1991; Winograd, n.d.; Winograd & Jones, 1992). Some score
these products in a holistic manner, while others score individual
items within the portfolio. There is no clear-cut agreement here; and
the scores tend to be unstable, resulting in notable variance. At-
tempts to control this instability have led to the heavy reliance upon
writing samples. These tasks have the appearance of being some-
what standardized; English teachers, in particular, have an extended
history of having scored students themes; and the use of a formal-
ized rubric facilitates to some extent, scorer agreement (Herman et
al., 1992; Rothman, 1994).

Opinion:

There is probably less generalized concert over the use of portfo-
lios in student assessment than any other alternative method. Class-
room teachers seem to be quite comfortable with the process This is
thought to be true for at least two reasons: 1) it is one clear area
where teachers have considerable control over the assessment pro-
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cess; and 2) they are quite comfortable with the method of scoring,
in part because it mimics the grading scale and is global enough not
to force fine discriminations (which tend to raise anxiety levels).
Unfortunately, the underlying measurement scale is so gross that it
affords little information of any "authentic" or real value; and it is far
too easily manipulated, as was pointed out in earlier paragraphs.
Moreover, attempts to aggregate these data for larger assessment
purposes currently hold little promise. There are, of course, groups
doing just that in a willy-nilly fashion without any apparent concern
for the limitations of the measurement scale, with at best only a
courtesy gesture toward standardization, and an apparent insensi-
tivity to the need to generalize whatever inferences the data might
afford. The outcomes thus far have left much to be desired. This has
not, however, dampened spirit or deterred the movement. "It's
onward and upward, damned be the data."

Fact: A substantial number of classroom teachers believe that mov-
ing to greater use of alternative assessment procedures will
permit them to regain control of the student evaluation pro-
cess.

A good many teachers feel that they have lost control of the student
assessment process and that persons outside the classroom are
making far too many of the decisions related to achievement testing
and general data collection (Anrig, 1993; Arter & Spandel, 1992;
Aschbacher, 1993; Burnham, 1986; Costa, 1989; Gordon, 1991; Haney
& Madaus, 1989; Neill & Medina, 1989; Shepard, 1989; Valencia &
Pearson, 1987; Wiggins, 1989b). While these teachers recognize that
much of this process is aimed at program evaluation and reporting
to the supporting public (Bake, 1989; Darling-Hammond & Wise,
1985; Herman, 1992; Mehrens, 1992; "Performance assessment,"
1994), they do not feel a sense of "ownership" or that they have
adequate input in this area. For them, any form of "external" assess-
ment is high-stakes; and they often feel victimized by the process.

Opinion:

A good many classroom teachers are tired of feeling "victimized"
by "external" testing proL ams and would like to remove or at least
to minimize this perceived threat; and they are receiving a lot of
encouragement and support from their national organization in this
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endeavor. Few of them believe, however, that standardized testing
will completely go away; and some of them know that it will not.
They recognize that the public will continue to demand it. Again, the
bottom line is: They want more control over student assessment
(something which they never really lost), and they see these "newer"
forms as a means of regaining it. But perhaps most important and
fundamental, as a dynamic or driving force, intense feelings relative
to security and self-worth are perceived to be at work here; and these
particular feelings are powerfully strong motivators.

Fact: The costs associated with alternative assessment procedures
are considerably greater than are those commonly assigned to
more traditional or conventional assessment.

Most conventional assessment procedures today tend to range in
cost from about $2.00 to $5.00 per student. This depends, of course,
upon what items one includes and the extent of the procedure.
Obviously these figures do not include fixed or ongoing costs but
refer mainly to materials replacement and limited processing. By
contrast, cost estimates related to alternative assessment procedures
range from a low of about $10.00 up to $50.00 or higher per student
(Rothman, 1994). The magnitude of this difference is indeed impres-
sive and for a good many folk understandably distressing.

Opinion:

Those who clamor to dump standardized testing in favor of
performance assessment (andthere are a good many already referred
to in this paper) are not seeing the whole picture; and they certainly
have not given sufficient consideration to the costs involved. Those
who say "the tests don't measure what we teach," "there is litle to no
curricular match," "standardized tests don't change anything," and
the like will fall silnt when faced with the reality of the costs
associated with these so-called "authentic" assessment procedures.
One obvious reality is that as more funos are expended for assess-
ment. the I,,ss there aye for salaries. And the quickening silence was
deafening. Cost factors alone will do as much as anything else to end
the present emphasis upon these "newer" forms of assessment.
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Fact: There is an inverse relationship between knowledge gained
about alternative assessment procedures and the probability
that these procedures will displace conventional, standardized
testing.

When one reads extensively in the area of alternative assessment
(which the present writer strongly encourages for those responsible
for decision-making in student assessment), there is an increased
awareness of the significance and magnitude of the numerous prob-
lems and unanswered questions which prevail. Those who have now
written in this area for several years (in particular:' Baker, 1989;
Burnham, 1986; Costa, 1989; Darling-Hammond & Wise, 1985; Haney
& Madaus, 1989; Neill & Medina, 1989; Shepard, 1989; Stiggins, 1987;
Valencia & Pearson, 1987; Wiggins, 1989a, 1989b), as well as those
who have written more recently (specifically: Anrig, 1993; Arter (Sr
Spandel, 1992; Aschbacher, 1993; Baker et al., 1993; Belanoff Gearhart
et al., 1993; Goldman, 1993; Gordon, 1991; Herman, 1992; Herman et
al., 1992; Koretz et al., 1992a, T992b; Linn et al., 1991; Mehrens, 1992;
Messick,1992; Miller & Legg,1993; Miller & Seraphine, 1993; Rothman,
1994; Shavelson et al., 1992; Shavelson, 1993; Spady, 1992; Stiggins,
1991; Valencia, 1991; Vemetson, 1993; Ward & Murray-Ward, 1993;
Winograd, n.d.; Winograd & Jones, 1992; Worthen, 1993), have all
spoken, in one manner or another, to these problems and issues.
Having read these authors, one comes to a greater appreciation for
the seriousness with which these problems, issues, and unanswered
questions have been sti uggled with throughout the history of psy-
chological testing and educational assessment. The emphasis placed
upon the need for objectivity, standardization, reliable scoring,
equity, validation, generalizable results, large-group processing,
economical procedures, cognitive domain clarification, and, yes,
even authenticity (if nothing more than functional literacy), has
indeed been impressive. An evolutionary process has clearly been at
work, and the end products reflect both form and function having
survived the rigors of time. In no sense have these assessment
instruments come to where they are today by chance, accident, or the
fickle hand of fate. To think otherwise is to risk appearing ill
informed.
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Opinion:

While some authors have spoken more clearly and precisely than
others, there yet remains considerable confusion and misunder-
standing in this important area. Unfortunately, those who might
more distinctly be classified as measurement experts have remained
silent for too long a time. This has added to the confusion; and it has
left a void (that yet remains) which has encouraged others less
informed in this critical area to rush in to attempt to fill it. For a good
many, the offerings have been weak, noninformative, and reflective
of a very limited understanding of the fundamental problems inher-
ent in these so-called alternative/authentic/performance assess-
ments. In education, in particular, the primary emphasis has been
upon relieving the stress of the classroom teacher and, through this
process, regaining control over individual student assessment. In
response to this, the present writer would say but two things: 1) the
classroom teacher has not lost control over the process of individual
student evaluation and 2) alternative assessment procedures, of
whatever form or function, will not remove stress from the teacher.
As a matter of fact, they will serve more to increase that stress. Who
do you suppose will grade all of these products and performances,
and then have to deal with the consequences of the decisions made?
Not some mechanical monster called a computer/scanner, for sure.
Classroom teachers will do it; and they will bemoan the day they ever
agreed to it. Once this realization sinks in and becomes an individual
reality, they will, as a group, become among the strongest and most
vocal supporters of group-administered, standardized assessment
instruments (which never left the scene anyway). This is the reality,
and it is as "authentic" as it's going to get.
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Summary and Conclusions

The present paper has attempted to set forth facts and opinions
(summarized in Table 1) based upon inferences drawn from read-
ings on alternative assessment; to identify and clarify further the
problems, concerns, and issues which yet prevail; to offer a defense
for the current use of norm-referenced, standardized testing in
student assessment; and to support the notion that alternative as-
sessment procedures have the potential to alter significantly and
positively what happens to the instructional process in the typical
classroom, saying, in particular, that changing that process may well
be their major contribution.

It may be concluded that much of what one reads in support of the
expanded use of alternative/authentic/performance assessments is
little more than a testimonial on their behalf, and it is very much like
a product endorsement with to no supporting data; that the
silence of the technical experts in measurement theory is engulfing,
with the absence of their voices only compounding the confusion,
which is both unfortunate and somewhat distressing; that in spite of
the apparent attempts of some to ignore the technical problems
inherent in the use of these procedures, those problems will neither
spontaneously solve themselves nor go away, and their persistence
will significantly impair any defensible potential which these proce-
dures may either promise or afford; that the greatest promise of these
procedures appears to be in the potential impact which they may
have upon both the teacher-student relationship and the instruc-
tional process, though, unfortunately, the evaluative or assessment
components of that impact will not extend or generalize beyond the
immediate classroom; that cost factors alone will play a major role in
the early demise of any proposed or projected expansion of these
procedures; and that large-scale, norm-referenced, standardized
testing programs are here to stay and will not be seriously threatened
by this movement. As this process unfolds, the classroom teacher
will come to a greater appreciation for these more objective, "exter-
nal" assessment programs. Many of them will also gain new insights
into the complexities inherent in any effective evaluation or assess-
ment of student products and performances, be that assessment
"external" or "internal"; and these new insights just may, ultimately,
help them to become better teachers. The real focus in this, as always,
should be upon the teacher-student relationship and the instruc-
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tional process; and when this happens, the results of assessment, of
whatever form or format, and any perceived consequences of these
results, almost always seem to have a rather natural, "authentic" way
of taking care of themselves.

Table 1. A Summary Listing of What Are Believed To Be Current
Facts

About Alternative Assessment

Fact: So-called alternative/authentic/performance assessments are
not new.

Fact: Performance assessments have been going on since the very
first teacher-student relationship.

Fact: Part of the current emphasis upon the use of performance
assessments in education is related to the influence of business
and industry through representatives on boards of account-
ability, student assessment, etc.

Fact: There are problems associated with alternative assessment
procedures which many of us, including most classroom teach-
ers, do not yet understand.

Fact: The way some performance assessments evolve or unfold
raises serious questions relative to their value as an assessment
tool.

Fact: The scoring of most alternative assessment products or perfor-
mances lacks objectivity.

Fact: The scoring of alternative assessment products or perfor-
mances causes considerable concern among a good many who
are trained in measurement theory.

Fact: Any assessment procedure is intended to reflect the underly-
ing measurement scale which seeks to represent or embody the
meaning or essence of that assessment.

Fact: The limited standardization of alternative assessment proce-
dures restricts generalization of the results.
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Fact: Data generated from most performance assessments do not
lend themselves to aggregation into larger units.

Fact: Quite a few groups are moving forward with the implementa-
tion of alternative assessment procedures even though the
majority of the inherent problems have not yet been solved.

Fact: The current most prevalent form of alternative assessment is
the portfolio, with by far the largest entry being writing samples.

Fact: A substantial number of classroom teachers believe that mov-
ing to greater use of alternative assessment procedures will
permit them to regain control of the student evaluation pro-
cess.

Fact: The costs associated with alternative assessment procedures
are considerably greater than are those commonly assigned to
more traditional or conventional assessments.

Fact: There is an inverse relationship between knowledge gained
about alternative assessment procedures and the probability
that these procedures will displace conventional, standard-
ized testing.
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